To quote my favorite musician, "In this great future, you can't forget your past". The pages within this yearbook hold the past of so many of us and it is the purpose and resolve of these pages to guard and preserve the experiences which I know all of you, as I, will remember for years to come.

This was my aim when I signed on to be editor in chief of the Quad. I wanted to create a tome of memories to take with me so I could look back with pride and remember what it was like to really 'Raise a Toast'. Thanks Alaina, Ashley and Dayna for your work on this edition of The Quad - your hard work, creativity and vision came together to make a product that any Bishop's student can be proud of.

To my fellow graduates, I wish you all the best with your future endeavors.

Non illegitimus Carborundum

Working on this issue of the Quad was a very fun experience. We wanted to capture Bishops in its entirety and I hope with this issue that has happened. I also hope that we captured the diverse community that Bishops is, the school that we all know and love. I hope that this issue is enjoyable to everyone who reads this book. With the student participation in this book it is original its own way as we all are. Enjoy the book and I hope it helps you relive those most memorable of memories.

This year's edition of the Quad is being approached from a different angle than those of previous years. We're trying to keep it more structured while at the same time trying to add more of a diverse look. We want it to be about the Bishops students and not just about a select few! We hope by having more participation and input from the student population we can give this year's yearbook the Bishops touch that we all know and love and make it the kind of book everyone could pick up and enjoy!
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Gaiter's Football

QB: Jeff Hildreth, Jesse Andrews, Brad Elliott, Jake Ruddy, Jordan Heather
DB: Harrison Maloney, Corey Cook, Andrew Collymore, Trent MacPhail, Nick Poloniato, Delien Charles, Shawn Naylor, O'Shane Daley, Matthew Gordon, Shane Francis, Jermaine, Lewis-Parris, Ben McPherson, Kiron Clarke, John Mensah, Ryan Poroznik, Johnathan Woodley, Kyle Clarkson
FB: Erik Salutari-Rice, Tim Cronk, Braydon McLean, Kenny Resiri
LB: Hyacinthe Boule-Regnier, Zachary Buis, James Yurichuk, Pier-Luc Champagne, Ryan Cory, Wesley Rundle, Kyle Jones, D'Arcy Nash, Tyler Jutras, Andrew Van Pelt, Stephen Dunlop, Cameron Rivard
K: Josh Maveety
OL: Philip Sauer, Alex Lau, Mike Berta, Adami Iadeluca, Rob Frac, Tom Cumberbatch, Steven Mabee, Noubar Mareshlian, Adam Noll, Kyle Handy, William Embleton, Tyler Harding, Kyle Kelly
DL: Tim Liske, Justin Conn, Dustin Burke, Nick Rigg, Mathieu Boulay, Kevin Kwasny, Junior Turner, Kyle Burns, Darren Steffler, Kenrick Ritchie, Frank Aiello, Gary Hamilton, Yan-Christophe Jaques, Roody Longchamps
RB: John Jean-Baptiste, Steven Turner, Jamall Lee, Kyle Exume
REC: Shawn Gore, Olivier Mongeau, Shantino Wilson, Izak Birungi, Matthew Scott, Jehu Tecles, Erminio Iadeluca, Chris Bromfield, David Haddrell, Jerome Roy, Kheon Clarker, Keith Godding, Ryan Brewster, Geoff Coventry, Troy Shaw, Nick Wood, Bruce Swinden

- Shawn Gore's first catch of the season after coming back from a hand injury.

Photos courtesy of Andrew Dobrowolskyj
“As the youngest team in the Quebec league for the last 4 years we are very much looking forward to the 2009 season. It is being approached as a mark towards success with confidence and enthusiasm and as an opportunity for us as members of the Gaiter nation to excel in hopes of putting Bishops back on the map!

– 2008-2009 Gaiter Captains

Head coach: Leroy Blugh
Offensive Coordinator: Tony Addona
Defensive Coordinator: Ray Gagnon
Special Teams Assistant: Joey Sabo
 Receivers Coach: Matt McBride
Defensive Backs Coach: Kevin Mackey
Quarterbacks Coach: Kyle Williams
Runningbacks Coach: Steve Etcheverry
Manager: Mike Wood
Assistant Manager: Bill Rourke

- An amazing catch by Kyle Jones. The team came home with a 45-21 win against McGill that day!
Forward: Nicholas Johnson, Justin Kimmel, Ryan Ozeroff, Alex Powell, James Le Huguet, Frank Orlando, Jeffrey Farrell, Ian Snowsell, Ryan Lethbridge, Pat Whelan, Clarane Connor, Noah Harrison, Sean McLelland

Scrum Half: Brad Leung, William Murphy, Nicolas Rey

Back: Charlie Campbell, Peter Ratcliffe, Shaun Pais, Shane Tyrell, Connor Watt, Matthew Mitchell, Glen Kidd, Matthew Pereira, Peter Ross, Chris Sawers

Head Coach: Bill Robson
Assistant Coach: Charles Goode
Women's Rugby


Scrum Half: Meredith Evans


Photos courtesy of Andrew Dobrowolsky
Men's Lacrosse

Bishop's Gaiters!

Head Coach: Damien C. Roy

Assistant Coach: Rob Engelken and Sylvain Laroche
Joseph Laleune, Erik Logan-Chesney, Peter Burkholder, Mark Kingston, Andy Barber, Brennan Durovick, Keegan Durovick, Jeremy Newton, Jackson Gair, Jordan Blaser, Reginald Lawrence, Andrew McDonald, Billy Laidler, Alex Inch, Mike Dube, Jesse Gattellaro, Delbert MacAulay, Josh Crone, Jimmy Southall, Audi Glass, Adam Phillips, Rick Sainthill, kevin lachapelle, Alex Dube, Erik Sorichetti

Go Gaiters!

Photos courtesy of Heather McKeen-Edwards
Women's Soccer

Rebecca Yates, Teresa Julian, Kelsey Clifton, Stephanie Burnett, Avalon Henry, Susanne Raupach, Heather Thompson, Ashley Grant, Linda Guerra, Laura Bowie, Elisabeth Mew, Samantha Juraschka, Chelidh MacNeil, Erin Pollon, Christina Vidal, Laura Menard-Lee, Casey Walsh, Laura Keeler, Kristen Cheng, Sophie Bass, Bailey McKendrick, Leigh-Anne Ness Ariane Thibault, Meaghan White

Head Coach: Phil Riaux
Assistant Coach: Ala Pitt
General Manager: Darren Matthews

Photos courtesy of Andrew Dobrowolskyj
Women's Hockey

The BU Polar Bears!

Olyvia Greentree
Chloe Duncan
Ashley Bertrand
Lane Laplante
Chantal Richard
Katie Andrews
Meg Lackie
Kaila Ezard
Sarah McLaughlin
Kayla Dawson
Erica Cook
Sierra Laderoute
Emilee Walker
Andrea Gray
Pascal Paradis
Anna Bertrand
Sarah Bennett
Martina Northrup
Maryse Richard

Head Coach: Karl Hunting
Assistant Coach: Chris Byrne

Photos Courtesy of Anna Bertrand, Sarah Bennett, and Maryse Richard
Women's Basketball
The Lady Gaiters!!

The Lady Gaiters were a new team this year: a new coach, a new team, and a new concept. The season began with a great 2-4 start and our pre-Christmas trip to Cuba brought our team even closer together with a successful showing against the Cuban provincial and junior national teams. As the season moved forward the team continued to build confidence and a connection that we hope will carry us through to Regina for the national championship in March!

-BU Lady Gaiters

Christelle Cote G
Katy Germain G
Marie-Eve Lemoine G
Melanie Oulette-Godcharles G
Sarah Black G
Jessy Roy G
Gabrielle Cote-Caouette G
Robyn Wilson F
Annick Stephanny Charles F
Felicia Craig-Thompson C
Laure Pitfield F
Amanda Piribauer F

Head Coach: Alex Perno
Assistant Coaches: Nathalie Boucher, Toni Kordic, Christine Murphy
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Men's Basketball

Emmanuel Jr Nicolas  G
Donald Lindo  G
Cam Mowat  C
Rob Findlay  G
Tim McAleenan  G
Hermon Tesfaghebriel  F
Alex Audette-Genier  G
Tim Hunter  F
Kevin Selman  F
Jesse Feith  G
Ryan Steele  F
Damon Thomas-Anderson  G
D'Arcy Nash  G

Head Coach: Rod Gilpin

Assistant Coaches: Brian Forsythe, Charles Kobelt

Peak Performance Coach: Brian Cain

Strength and Conditioning: Phil Ribaux
Let's Go Gaiters!
Gaiter Fans!
Let's Go Gaiters Let's Go!

Mr MC Himself!
Frosh Week 2008
Waterworld
This year's homecoming weekend saw the return of Gaiter football and B.U purple pride out in spades! Over 4,000 people attended the afternoon's festivities and cheered the Gaiter's onto a 15 - 10 win over Sherbrooke University! Go Gaiters!
Halloween '08
In true Bishops style the Gaiters rocked Halloween. There were many interesting costumes. Mrs Pacman to Family Guy, Rabbis to Angels and of course your last minute makeshifts that could be many things.
Frost Week
Valentines Day
The involvement and support for War Child from the Bishop's community has been astronomical this year. The Busk for Change and Bu's Got Talent combined raised over $2300.00 for children affected by war. The success of these two events is thanks to all the hard work by performers and the Bishop's War Child Club. Way to go Bishop's!
The War Child Club also organized BU's Got Talent which involved performers such as Renee Myers, Shawn Naylor, Kai Barker, Stephanie Isaac, Leela Holt, Bishop's Dance Club, Mike Dyriw, Mike Wighton, The Self-Ordained Professors, Melissa Legault, Ali Cant, and Chris Fraser.

- Volunteers performing some tunes for the public outside the SUB Building!

- Mike Wighton and Mike Dyriw jamming outside the Gaiter Grill in the SUB Building

- Peter Jarvis and Scott Potter performed an array of popular tunes for listeners outside in the QUAD!

- Katie Allen and Tom Patterson doing a lil highland dancing outside the SUB Building!

Both the Talent Show and Busk for Change raised $2300.00 combined for War Child!

— Allison Hale, Organizer and Coordinator
St. Patrick's Day
There's a little Irish in all of us...
Carnival

Snowmen! Ice Castles!
Man-Size Fussball Games!
Bishop's Song

The Bishop's experience is lacking without it's finest and most integral piece, the school song. Remembered and loved all over the world by those who have experienced it, or faintly remember experiencing it. Just in case you forgot the lyrics, here's a hard copy so you never forget how to..

RAISE A TOAST!
To Bishop's University
On the Mighty Massawippi Shore!
We're conditioned to our fate,
We will never graduate.
We will stay here forever more

College Days will linger ever in our hearts,
Wearing gowns, raising hell and quaffing ale!
And we'll show espirit du corps,
As we watch the gaiters roar
On to victory!

So raise your beer mugs,
and your little brown jugs to
BISHOP'S UNIVERSITY!
Residence At Bishop's
Welcome Home!

Patterson

Abbott

Pollack

Norton

MacKinnon

Kheuner

Munster
I'm Carina and I've lived in Mack as an Resident Assistant for two years. One of my favorite events at BU is our Homecoming weekend. I have a BBQ for my residents before the BIG win on the Saturday football game!

Carina Cappuccitti
Paterson/Mack

Paterson RAs
Brendan Irvin TC
Sam Ho
Willow Burns
Sonya Poulin

Mackinnon RAs
Carina Cappuccitti TC
Nick Brouillard,
Ryan Ozerooff
Catherine Claus
Kuehner/Abbot/Munster

Abbott RAs
Brandon McNeice Newside TC
Jack Crowley
Darcy Crum
Kerrie Rucke
Kuehner RAs
Elyse Gagne
Suzanne Thibault
Munster RAs
Brendan Ivlin TC
Merran Eby
Pollack

Pollack Ras
Jessie Mace TC
William Murphy
Kristina Viets
Every so often the Rez Life Committee puts on events for people in residence to take part in and get to know other people from different residences. An example of these events is the Semi-Formal and Formal, Fondue Nights and fundraisers for important causes that effect our society.
Golden Key

Advisor: Bruce Stevenson
President: Lesley Tarasoff
Vice President: Laurah John
Treasurer: Cindy Denicourt
Recording Secretary: Ashley Dickie
Service Director: Paige Marlow
Social Director: Jazz Khanna
Scholarship Coordinator: Ali Cant
Historian: Alejandro Martinez Perez
Newsletter Editors: Jaime Bishara & Sara Wuite
Honorary Members & Campus Officials Liaison: Caitlin Carss
Fundraising Coordinator & Webmaster: Jean-Michel Latulippe
BU Music

The Music program at Bishops is excellent. People from all over the community come and participate in the local choir directed by Dr. Jamie Crooks.
Members
Rosalyn Drake-President
Jaime Bishara-CO-VP Finance
Nicole Pieper-CO-VP Finance
Ben Wylie-VP Academic
Melissa Legault-CO-VP Internal
Shannon Coutts-CO-VP Internal
Chris Waterston-VP Communications
Ali Loughlin-VP External
Caitlin Carss-Events Coordinator
Kara VanderHerberg-Administrative Assistant
Jake Stephenson-Jr. Executive
Jen Browne-Jr. Executive
Yun Zhang-Jr. Executive
Doolittle's is a great place to stop for a quick pick-me-up before class, or having a movie night enjoyable. Conveniently located in the lobby next to Centennial theater its a great spot for students.

Doolittle's Staff '09
Eric Nimigson (Manager)
Julia Judge (Assistant Manager)
Kegan Burovick
Steph Iszack
Brad Leung
Britt Cameron
Scott Potter
Alex Paterson
Josh Scott
Hazel Delos-Trinos
Katie Gallagher
2008-09 started off with a bang for Student Safety. A brand-spankin’-new management team and a staff was the year’s first order of business. Convocation ’08 took most of our veterans away from the ‘Ville, but Frosh ’08 injected new blood into the team. Marshals continue to keep the peace between the students, the town, the government and the administration. Avis Car Rentals might pick you up, but Student Patrol will walk you home. It’s always an adventure working for Student Safety (if the walls of Safe Haven or the Gait could talk...) but it’s been a blast so far and like a fine wine, Student Safety is only going to get better. “Lassiez les bon temps roulez!” here in the Lennoxvgegus. Keep it classy, BU. Remember, Student Safety is here for you.

-Elizabeth Robichaud

Student Safety is a vital service here on campus. They make sure that you end up where you need to be on your late night stumbles home. They deal with ‘messes’, marriage proposals, and sub zero temperatures. So, next time you run into them, give them a hug and say ‘Thanks!’ because they really deserve it.
International
Message From the President

The SEED Portfolio is a one of a kind experience which provides students with a hands-on approach to investing. Within the program, we learn what it means to work within an investment team. Typically the team consists of 8 Portfolio Managers and 10 Research Assistants. This team is responsible for researching and interpreting the economy within North America and on a global level as well. After creating an outlook on the future of the economy, we develop and implement an investment strategy that we feel is suitable for the given environment.

SEED has been one of the most influential experiences of my life. Not only have I learned how to work successfully within a team environment, I have also been exposed to knowledge and information that cannot be accessed through use of the classroom alone. I feel honoured to be have been a part of the team we had this year and encourage more students to get involved.

- Victoria Schaefer
Joining the Gender Equality Centre in my first year (when it was still the women's centre), I didn’t really know what to expect— I knew I was a young feminist who wanted to direct my activist energies somewhere, and figured this would be a good place to start. And what an amazing four years it has been! While members change from year to year, there is always a sense of community responsibility and dedication to improving campus life for all genders. From the Vagina Monologues to International Women's Day concerts and everything in between, the GEC has been a great place to foster respect for one another and make a tangible difference in the Bishop’s community.

- Kristina Vidug
Volleyball Club

Members: Shannon Coutts, Leandra Telefoglou, Laura Millette, Yvonne Kessler, Lauren Snowsell, Rebecca Hardy, Colleen Magee, Jess Dagenais, Astrid Grewhal
Coaches: Tom Himmelman, Dave Ojok
In my three years at Bishop’s University I have been involved in various student groups. Once joining a particular student group one expands his/her group of friends and becomes more involved in the Bishop’s community. The Department of Economics has been a contributing factor to my involvement. The intimate relationship most economics students have with their professors allows students to become informed of activities, clubs and employment opportunities on a truly personal level.

As the President of the Bishop’s University Economics Society I have become highly involved in student affairs. I am directly involved in many initiatives of the B.U.E.S., such as planning fundraisers, organizing meetings, and developing weekly events. The Executive Committee of the B.U.E.S. and the individual members who contribute to its success have helped me develop my leadership and communication skills. I have been involved in many on campus activities and organizations, but the B.U.E.S. stands out as a character and relationship building activity.

Adam Najmala, President
Bishop’s University Economics Society
Big Buddies is a club that partners Bishop's students with students from LES, the local elementary school to act as their mentor and friend. We meet on a regular basis for themed events that have included Winter Olympics, A Halloween Party, Willy Wonka and Snow Tubing. It attracts all kinds of Bishop's students, from those who want to get involved in the community, to those who love spending time with children to those hoping to one day work with them.
The BU Pride Alliance is a dynamic group of students that meets weekly to discuss LGBTQ-related issues and plan the swellest of events. Our mandate is to create a safe space for all individuals, regardless of sexual orientation or gender identity. Some of our favourite events include our regular movie nights and ever-popular Stoplight Party."

Laure Pitfield, Vice-President and graduating student
Jib sessions, trips to Jay Peak... couldn't be a sweeter way to enjoy the amazing Winter Weather!
My name is Bond, Ionic Bond. Taken, not shared. The goal of the Chemistry Club is to bring Chemistry and Biochemistry students and professors together to connect outside the classroom atmosphere. We've been busy this year having fun attending events like the golf tournament, BBQ, poker and pizza night, curling and winter potluck. We're all looking forward to the annual hockey game, bowling, one last potluck and finding out who's winning our hockey pool!!

Becky Stalker, Co-Head of Chemistry Club
Sigma Chi
"Timeless tradition, contemporary vision."

Alpha Delta Phi

"We live for each other"
Editor in Chief:
Fraser Lockerbie
Associate Editor:
Galen Brown
News Editor:
Ronan O'Beirne
Business Editor:
Josh Brown
Features Editor:
Olivia Lees
Arts & Culture Editor:
Ashlyn Foster
Sports Editor:
Doug McCooeye
Photographers:
Galen Brown,
Neil Brown,
Michael Cestnik

The Half Million Dollar Man
"After his departure, the Corporation of Britain's University and Parish was tangled up in the conditions of the labour's advancing wages. Several months of negotiations ended with both sides agreeing on a comfortable sum: $300,000."
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Message from the President

How can I condense a whole year into a few paragraphs? Well, here goes…
We started strong, with Frosh Week 2008. Three hundred cheering Gaiters fans followed the football team up to McGill, where we walked all over the Redmen. Homecoming followed, and then came the first speaker in the Donald Lecture Series, which provoked and challenged us throughout 2008-2009. Halloween, many, many meetings, exams and holidays followed. In second semester, we worked to provide students with the best experience possible, making decisions regarding national lobbying, the structure of the SRC, and financial accountability.

Gaiters work hard and play hard, in the greatest of Bishop’s traditions. As always, we continued to give back to the community, with events like Trick or Eat, Charity Comedy Show, Fashion Show and the Blood Drives. These events raised money for causes both local and national, showcasing the entrepreneurial spirit of Bishop’s students.

Beer arrived in Doolittle’s prior to March Break, which represented a huge victory for students. No more wandering off campus to get a case, and the proceeds go right back to students.
We’ve worked hard, and it’s my hope that we’ve left this place in great shape for the future.

My sincere thanks to those who might otherwise go unrecognized: Tobin Howes, Katriina Sainthill, Mike Wighton (Frosh), Annis Karpenko (For everything), Neda Aminshariati (for supporting all of us with coffee), Joy Chandler, and the giants on whose shoulders we stood every day. Most importantly, thanks to the 1740 students who trusted us to do the best job possible. Throughout every challenge and opportunity, it was your input and interest that spurred us onwards. We have been privileged to work for you, and will forever remember the trust you placed in us.

Raise a toast, today and always!
- Mark Lawson

SRC President 2008-2009
Well, another year of Bishop’s is in the books. First off, I would like to thank the Academic Affairs team for their hard work and dedication to the job. Between class, SRC table, Senate and all its subcommittees (and of course keeping a robust “social” life) the Senators and I have been really, really busy.

How busy?

We reworked academic orientation. We brought out the exam schedule early. We provided a bookstore alternative for used books. We helped to launch the BU Student Speaker Series. We brought in academic credit for SRC. We reworked first year registration. We brought in speakers, held departmental potlucks, put on workshops and hosted the ever popular, Wine and Cheeses. And then we sat on committee’s. Library committee, timetable committee, research committee, nominating committee, committee, committee, committee...And that’s why I love it here.

It is rare that students have such opportunity to voice their opinions and concerns about their academic experience, like we have at Bishop’s. And it’s not just about having a voice in affairs, but also being able to actively participate in the administration and governance of the SRC and of the University is an unbelievably amazing learning experience that couldn’t happen in the classroom or at any other school. I would like to thank you all so much for the opportunity to represent you in the school and also experience that comes with it. College days will linger ever.

Duncan Horne

It's been a year of change in the SRC. The finances are back in order, we finally accomplished our goal of getting beer in Doolittle's and The Gait has been roaring along to it's best year yet, so it's time to come up with another project that'll make this SRC even better.

Thanks to my managers and all their hard work in making this year run smoothly and a special thanks to Annis for keeping us all in order.

Brad Henderson
- Director of Finance and Operations

The 2008-2009 academic year at Bishop’s University has been an exceptional one. It has been an absolute pleasure to be part of your SRC, from the SARs to the SECs, the Senators to the Corporation Rep., the Communications Manager to the Board of Directors and everyone in between, let me say it has been an absolute honour to work with and get to know each of you. A huge thank you to Allie MacLeod, Daniel Taggart-Hodge, Sarah-Michelle Hollands and Steven Amirikah—you have all done an exceptional job, and your work is incredibly noticed within the Bishop’s Community. Congratulations to all four of you! This year, the Department of Student Affairs has been hard at work to help better your Bishop’s experience, through committees, policies and advocating the student voice, the Department of Student Affairs has worked tirelessly to serve you. To the students returning next year, make your experience your own. Bishop’s University is the best undergraduate institution in the country; take advantage of all it has to offer. To the graduates, Gaiters Bleed Purple forever! Whatever your next step is, I know you will succeed and wherever the future takes you, I know you will make Bishop’s University proud—best of luck to you all. Raise a Toast!

Paige Marlow
Another year has passed, and a great one it has been! For those of you who don’t know me, my name is Ryan French MacDougall and I am your V.P. of Social Affairs. What does that entitle? It means I work for you the student body, by providing you with events that are appealing and diversified. Whether they are bus trips to sporting events, cultural affairs like Carnaval in Quebec City, the sugar shack, Blood Drives, and a comedy night at the Galt that starred hilarious comedians from Montreal to fund a local community center, we have done this for you.

The other aspect of my job is dealing with the numerous clubs we have around campus. In that respect I deal with club management in the sense of allocating budgets to clubs so that they can better provide their unique services. Kudos to all our clubs who stand for each of their unique causes, whether it be providing students with out of classroom opportunities in the academic world, or fundraising for the multitude of charities. The hard work many of you students do is often thankless, but I will simply say this. Thank you. You have shown the local community and various international organizations that even though we are small in numbers the difference we make in this world is large. Finally I would like to thank my Student Event Coordinators, who work tirelessly to provide events and represent you on the Student Council. In closing, this is my final year here at Bishop’s University and I would like to thank all of you for being part of my life, you have provided me with an experience of a lifetime and merci for allowing me to represent you. May we cross paths in the future, and never forget... we bleed purple for life.

Long live Purple and Silver!

Ryan French MacDougall
Speakers & Lectures
We're lucky enough at Bishop's to have students from all over the world visit us for a semester or two. Even though the time seems short, they will forever remain lifelong friends.

Student studied at Bishop's this year from Australia, Columbia, Spain, England, Germany, France, Switzerland, Japan, and many many more.!

Bishop's would not be the same without you.

We will miss you.
The teachers at Bishops are like no other. They take the time to sit down with students and make sure that they understand the material that is being presented to them. They also make sure that students are on the right track to obtain their goals.

“All the Best”
-Dr. Claire Grogan
Chair of English Department

“Thank-you for being here and making my job very interesting. Don’t forget about us”
-Dr. Bill Robson
Chair of Williams School of Business
"The Classics students at Bishop’s are wonderful - they take the courses out of real academic interest, they learn how to think critically about evidence, and they learn that hard work pays off, especially when they study Latin or ancient Greek. This enthusiastic yet critical approach plus the ability to work hard at something worthwhile are skills that will take them far in their careers, whatever they choose to do."

Dr. Catherine Tracy,
Chair of Classic Department

"Cheers Bishops Grads, We Love You!!"
-Dr Wickens English Department

"They also organize many social functions outside of the class room. Here Dr. Barker talks to some of his History students."
"I have never let my schooling interfere with my education..."
Mark Twain
"Education is what remains after one has forgotten everything he learned in school."
Albert Einstein

At Bishop's we're really great at uniting work, and play. By having departmental wine and cheese's, as well as Academic formals throughout the year we can celebrate, mix, and mingle with other students, prof, and staff to learn and work, at the same time.
I will be moving back home to Montreal and trying to pursue my career as a professional actor. Many of my friends from Montreal have started their own companies and I will most assuredly be knocking on their doors and giving them many phone calls. In the mean time I also wish to stay connected with the art circuit and try to sell some paintings. I am investigating the various art contests around the city and collecting applications to submit my artwork...and hopefully find a job at a gallery or museum...or any place that won’t suck my soul out. Watch out world, ‘cause here comes Rachel!

- Rachel Thompson

After graduating from Bishop’s, I’m taking on a position with...Bishop’s! I’ve accepted a one-year contract to recruit for the university. This is a place that’s given me an awful lot over the past four years, and I’m lucky to have an opportunity to give back. I look forward to bringing new students to Bishop’s, where they can meet great friends, study with thought-provoking profs, and learn to raise a toast!

- Mark Lawson
I'd love to be able to say I know exactly what I'm going to do once I leave this glorious bubble...but I would be completely lying through my teeth. I have no concrete plans for the next chapter of my life which is both exciting and terrifying at the same time. I think I'll settle down with the man of my dreams and start having babies. (Note: I give full permission to my friends to kidnap me because this is one thing I FOR SURE know won't be happening anytime soon.) All I can say right now is that once I leave Lennoxville, I'm going to wing it and see what happens because whatever direction I choose to go in, I'm sure I'll get an amazing experience out of it one way or another...

- Shannon Coutts

"Anything, Anywhere!"

-Laura Bowie
Grad Formal
The Class of 2009
Graham Carr
BBA CONBFN
MAJECO

Stephanie Carr
BA HONSOC

Micheal Chetnik
BBA CONBIN CONBMK
Thanks to my family and friends. As I was told before I came to this place: ‘Oh yes. My sons went to Bishop’s; they got a degree, I’m not sure if they got an education’.

Meaghan Clark
BA HONSOC
MINCCS

BA HONENG
MINREL

Nicolas Cohen
BBA CONBFN

Alex Cole

Ashlee Common
BA HONHIS
MAJPOL

Jordan Conrad
BA MAJENL
MAJPHI

Courtney Cook

Sam Cooke
BBA CONBMK
MAJECO

Sabrina Courtemanche-Nouadir
BA MAJENC
MINDRA MINFIL
Shannon Coutts  
BBA CONBHR  
CONBMK

Alicia Cumming  
BA MAJPOL  
MINENG  
MINHIS

Erik Cunha

Corey Cutting  
BA HONDRA

Mark Daca  
BBA CONBAC

Jihad Dadoush

Alexandra Danova  
BBA CONBAC

Tory Davis  
BA HONENG

Kayla Dawson  
BA HONSOC  
MAJPCL

Elizabeth deCastro  
BA MAJPSYr

Jordan De Pottie  
BA HONSMT  
MINPSY

Cynthia Degni
Stefanie deYoung  
BBA CONBFN  
MINECO  
MINENV

Abdoulaye Deve Diallo  
BBA CONBAC  
CONBMS

Kerrilee Drohan  
BED CONSEC

Hilary Dumas  
BA MAJFRA  
MAJPOL  
MININT

Sarah Dykeman  
BBA CONBAC  
MINPSY

Julian Enright  
BCS MAJPHY  
MINE NV  
MINMAT

Kaila Ezard  
BA MAJEDS  
MINFLS

Bruno Falardeau  
BA MAJMLA  
CONGER  
CONHSP  
MINITA

Daniel Fequet  
BBA CONBGM  
MINHSP

Amber Findleton  
BSC MAJCHE  
MINE NV

Brett Fleury  
BA MAJESO

Carling Forbes  
BA MAJENL  
MINHIS  
MINREL
Ashlyn Foster  
BA HONENL  
MAJPSY

Christopher Fowlis  

Jennifer Frazer  
BA HONMUS  

Ryan French-MacDougall  
BA HONHIS  
MINPOL

Jeremy Fribourg  
BBA CONBFN

Jackson Gair  
BSC MAJMAT

Kaitlin Gallagher  
BBA CONBFN  
MINECO  
MINSOC

Monica Gallant  
BA HONSOC  
MINCCS  
MINCRM

Anthony Gallo  
BBA CONBFN  
MAJECO

Alfred Gamulo  

Jennipher Gandier  
BA HONSOC  
MINREL

Katherine Garretto  
BBA CONBIN  
CONBFN  
MINECO
Maxime Gervais-Vincent
BBA CONBFN
MAJECO

Susan Gillis
BSC MAJBMP
MINPSY

Curtis Golding
BBA CONBFN
MAJECO

Brad Gorski
BSC MAJCHE

Kelsea Goss
BA HONHIS
MINSOC

Rebecca Gouthier
Peter Graham
BBA CONBFN

Heather Grapes
BED CONPRI
4 yrs have quickly come and
gone yet every moment at BU
has been an experience. It would
have been nothing if it weren’t
for my girls and parents! Raise a
toast!

Andrea Gray
BA HONSCL
MAJPHR

Clive Grimsley
BA MAJENC
MINDRA

Natalie Guay
BA MAJLIB

Alyssa Guest
BA MAJPSY
To my family, old and new, this is all thanks to you.
Kaleigh Hood
BA MAJPCL
MAJPHE

Duncan Horne
BA MAJPOL
MINENG
MINPUB

Tobin Howes
BA MAJESG
CONEST
MINENG

Danielle Hunt
BSC MAJBCB

Laura Hurley
BED CONPRI

Brooke Hykaway
BA HONSOC
MINCC'S MINENG

Brendan Irvin
BA MAJESG
CONEST
MINHIS

Stephanie Izsak
BA HONDRA
MINFIL

Bryan Jaksic
BSC HONCHE

Elizabeth Janzen
BSC MAJBCB

Erik Johannesson
BBA CONBEN

Laurah John
BA HONSOC
MAJPOL
MINPUB
Lauren Jones
BA MAJFLS
MINHIS

Kathleen Joseph
BA HONPCL
MINCRM

Dominique Jutras Cote
BSC HONPNS

Chelsea Kane
BBA CONBMK

Mitch Kays
BA HONDRA
MINENG
MINFIL

Lace Kessler
BA MAJSFH
MINFIN

Imran Khan
BA MINBEN
MINBUS

Justin Kimmel
BA MAJSCL
MAJSGD

Joseph Kirby
BED CONSEC

Zoran Knezevic
BBA CONBFN
MINECO

Alana Korczynski
BSC BHS

Mathieu Kouri
Lauren Krol
BA HONREL

"Go forth and set the world on fire"
-St. Ignatius Loyola

Jasmin Lacharite
BED CONSEC

Patrick Lacroix
BA HONHIS
MINPUB
Morning classes with Dr Childs, nights at Tim Horton's, the Soviet, pants and chairs, and of course Mr Ford.

Nelson Laflame
BBA CONBAC

Louis-Rene Lafond
BBA CONBFN

William Laidler
BBA CONBFN
MAJECO

Justine Larose
BA MAJSCL
MAJSGD

Jean-Michel Latulipe
BBH CONBH R
CONBIN

Steve Lavoie
BA MAJPOL
MINHIS

Mark Lawson
BA MAJPOL
MINENG
MININT

Robert Leduc
BSC MAJPHY
MINGEO
MINMAT

Ajak Leek
BBA CONBAC
CONBFN
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Dominique Jutras Cote  
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Chelsea Kane  
BBA CONBMK

Mitch Kays  
BA HONDRA  
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Imran Khan  
BA MINBEN  
MINBUS

Justin Kimmel  
BA MAJSCL  
MAJSGD
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Zoran Knezevic  
BBA CONBFN  
MINECO

Alana Korczynski  
BSC BHS

Mathieu Kouri
Lauren Krol  
BA HONREL  
"Go forth and set the world on fire"  
-St. Ignatius Loyola

Jasmin Lacharite  
BED CONSEC  

Patrick Lacroix  
BA HONHIS  
MINPUB  
Morning classes with Dr Childs, nights at Tim Hortons, the Soviet, pants and chairs, and of course Mr Ford.

Nelson Laflame  
BBA CONBAC

Louis-Rene Lafond  
BBA CONBFN  

William Laidler  
BBA CONBFN  
MAJECO  

Justine Larose  
BA MAJSCL  
MAJSGD

Jean-Michel Latulipe  
BBH CONBHR  
CONBIN

Steve Lavoie  
BA MAJPOL  
MINHIS  

Mark Lawson  
BA MAJPOL  
MINENG  
MININT  

Robert Leduc  
BSC MAJPHY  
MINGEO  
MINMAT  

Ajak Leek  
BBA CONBAC  
CONBFN
Cheilidh MacNeil
BA MAJEDS
MINPSY

Laura Mahar
BA MAJSFH
MINPSY

Albert Mahirwe
BA MAJPE
MINCRM
MININT

Christina Marshall
BA HONDRA MAJENC
To family, friends, and professors: Thanks for all you’ve done to make this experience worth while. "It’s not in the stars to hold our destiny; but in ourselves." -W.S.

David Marticorena
BA MAJBUS

Alejandro Martinez
BBA CONBFN
HONECO

Chris MacCammon
BBA CONBFN
MAJECO

Morgan McCormick
BA HONMUS

Amanda McKelvey
BA MAJSFH
MINCRM

Sean McLelland
BBA CONBAC

Caitlin McNamee-Lamb
BA HONENL
MINFLS
MINREL

Ying Miao
BA HONECO
Chantal Mitterer  
BSC HONBCB

Heather Moffat  
BA MAJBIO  
MINENV

Cameron Mowat  
BBA CONBGM

Caroline Mullin  
BED CONSEC

Adam Najmala  
BA HONECO  
MAJIPE

Jessica Newbigging  
BSC MAJBEE MINPSY
I’ll always remember the amazing times we had here, and what it truly means to be a Bishop’s student. To all of those who made this experience so great (you know who you are) you are always in my heart. Raise a toast!!!

Chelsea Odermatt  
BED CONPRI

Carly Ogaki  
BSC MAJBMP  
MINPSY

Suyin Olguin  
BA HONENL

Will Orford  
BA MAJHIS  
MINPSY  
MINREL

Sara Owens  
BA MAJPHE  
MINSPH

Laurie Patenaude  
BED CONSEC
Craig Ramsey
BBA CONBAC
MINECO

Chris Randall
BA MAJPOL

Rosalynne Revege
BA MAJENL
MINHIS
MINPOL

Riosmonde Reyes
BA MAJSOC

Andreenne Richard
BBA CONBAC

Nicholas Rigg
BA MAJESG
CONEST

Lucas Rivoire
BA HONLIB
MAJPHI
MINPSY

Joy Robert
BBA CONBAC

Rachel Roenspies
BA MAJMLA
CONFRA CONHSP
MIN BEN

Meghan Roobol
BED CONPRI

Laura Roper
BA MAJEDS
MINPSY

Maximillen Roy
BA HONPOL
MINPUB
Clark Samycia  
BBA CONBFN  
CONBIN

Chris Sawers  
BA MAJESG  
CONEST  
MINBUS

Jennifer Schulz  
BA HONMUS  
MINREL

Erin Scoble  
BED CONPRI  
Although I may be leaving BU, part of me will stay forever and I will always be ready to “Raise a Toast”. Thanks to all who made my 4 years a “Bishop’s Experience” I really do bleed purple

Kelly Scott  
BA MAJMLA  
CONFLS  
CONHSP  
MINSOC

Lydia Shattler-Lavalle  
BED CONPRI

Lisa Shaver  
BA HONENL  
Thanks everyone for making these the greatest 4 years of my life, especially the 85 Queen Dream Team! This place has made me all that I can be, and wherever the unknown road shall lead, I’ll never forget to Raise A Toast in thanks.

Yves Simard  
BBA CONBFN

Matthew Smallwood  
BBA CONBFN  
CONBGM

Greg Smith  
BA MAJPOL  
MINGEO  
MINSOC

Kristopher Smith  
BA MAJSOC MINHIS MINPSY  
To my mother and grandparents for all of their support over the years. Without you, none of this would have been possible. This achievement is dedicate to my grandmother. R.I.P Nanny.

Julie Catherine Snooks  
BED CONPRI
Becky Stalker  
BSC HONCHE

Emily St-Cyr

Graeme Stewart  
BBA CONBMK

Vanessa Stretch  
BA HONESG  
CONGEO

Ping Su  
BBA CONBAC

Ross Swanson  
BBA CONBFN  
MAJECO

Lesley Tarasoff  
BA HONHIS MAJSD

At BU I have learned and  
unlearned. I thank you for  
helping me discover so much  
about myself. I raise a toast to  
you. These days will linger in  
my heart forever.

Jean-Phillipe Tardif  
BBA CONBAC

CASH!

Ashley Taylor  
BA MAJPOL MINPSY

Rachel Thompson  
BA HONDRA  
MINCAA  
MINFIN

Jennefer Tremblay Hudon  
BA MAJMLA  
CONGER  
CONHSP

Rebecca Urban  
BA HONHIS  
MAJPOL
David Vass
BA MAJCLA
MINHIS

Matthew Venick
BBA CONBIN
MAJECO
Thx to my family, friends, Kuehner, 14a, Rock My Bongos, the SRC, Go All In, Gaby, Big Buddies, exchange. I've learned things beyond the classroom that I

Kristina Vidug
BA HONSOC
MAJSWM
MINCRM

Shigetaka Wakai
BA MAJREL
MINSOC

Mark Walley
BA HONLIB
MAJCLA
MINCLL
MINPHI

Rebecca Ward
BA HONPCL

Kimberly Ware
BA MAJSOC
MINFRA
I thank everyone for everything!

Samantha Warshick

Christopher Waterston
BBA CONBMK
MINECO

Patrick Whelan
BBA CONBMK

Leigh White
BA MAJSOC
MINCCS

Robyn Wilson

Congratulations
Graduates of 2009!
A big thank you goes out to Amanda Eaton, the inspiration for the Bishop's University Dance Crew. She introduced something new, exciting, and extremely entertaining to BU and for that the Crew's members and fans are truly grateful!
BU Hidden Talent

Bishop's Student Art Work

Photos Courtesy of Amanda Eaton and others
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Women's Soccer
MVP: Susanne Raupach
Rookie of the Year: Becky Yates and Stepanie Burnett
MIP: Laura Keeler

Men's Rugby
MVP (A Team): Patrick Whelan
Rookie of the Year: William Murphy
Best Forward: Ian Snowsell
Best Back: Chris Sawers
MVP (B Team): Scott Mant
Cody Triggs Leadership Award:
Jamie Le Huquet
Coach's Award: Bill Robson

Golf
MVP: Dane Fitzpatrick

Women's Rugby
MVP: Meredith Evans
Rookie of the Year: Leeanna Coates
Most Valuable Forward: Heather Paul
Most Valuable Back: Sue Magwood
Most Improved Player: Kristy Benz
Women's Rugby Team Award: Katie Allen and Melanie Black
Miriam Cozen-McNally Memorial Award (Dedication, Perseverance and Courage): Julie Snooks
Major Awards
Male Athlete of the Year: Jamall Lee Football
Female Athlete of the Year: Jessy Roy Basketball
Female Freshman of the Year: Becky Yates Soccer
Male Freshman of the Year: D'Arcy Nash Football and Basketball
Ray Almond Award (Contribution to Bishop's Athletes): Mike Hickey

Football
Most Outstanding Player: Jamall Lee
Newcomer of the Year: Harrison Maloney
Brian Morley Defensive Player of the Year: James Yurichuk
Offensive Player of the Year: Jamall Lee
Lineman of the Year: Steven Mabee
Special Teams Player of the Year: Steven Turner
Marcel Lebrun Award (Dedication, Perseverance, and Courage): Dusty Burke

Men's Basketball
MVP: Junior Nichols
Bradley L. Jones Newcomer of the Year: Tim Hunter
Michel Fontaine Memorial Award (MIP): Tim McAleenan
Garth Smith Award (Leadership and Dedication): Rob Findlay

Women's Basketball
MVP: Jessy Roy and Melanie Oulette-Godcharles
Rookie of the Year: Annick Stephanny Charles
MIP: Gabrielle Cot-Caouette
Nancy Knowlton Team Award (Leadership and Dedication): Robyn Wilson

Lacrosse
MVP: Brennan Durovick
Rookie of the Year: Erik Sorichetti
Defensive Player of the Year: Audi Glass

Women's Hockey
MVP: Erika Cook
Rookie of the Year: Katie Andrews
MIP: Kayla Dawson
Charles Chapman Award (Leadership): Anna Bertrand
BU

The Faces
of Fellow Gaiters!
The Golden Lion Pub

Gotta Love the Staff!
Go Gaiters!
Fill The Stadium
Special Thanks

The staff of the 2009 Quad would like to extend a special thank you to the following people who made this edition of the Bishop's University Yearbook possible.

Jim Howard
Annis Karpenko
Michael Cestnik
Neil Brown
Mark Lawson
Bradley Leung
Bradley Henderson
Eleanor Brown
Comments and Suggestions

If you have any ideas as to how to improve the look or content of the Quad Yearbook, please let us know. Send your suggestions or comments to thequad09@hotmail.com

We look forward to hearing from you, getting feedback on this edition of the Quad, and hope that we can continue to improve the quality of the Bishop’s University Yearbook in years to come.
nuclear safety
Modern Science. Important Work.
sûreté nucléaire
Une science actuelle. Un travail essentiel.

nuclearsafety.gc.ca • suretenucleaire.gc.ca
Canada

An EWB Engineer
Tackling poverty with technology
Join your local EWB Chapter
ewb.ca/chapters

Explore Your Career Path

Rolling out the Red Carpet for all your Advertising needs....

www.cu-ads.com 1.866.362.3331
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL GRADUATES!

Proud partner of the Bishop's University Alumni Association, TD Insurance Meloche Monnex offers its congratulations and wishes success to all new graduates.

TD Insurance Meloche Monnex is Canada's leading provider of group home and auto insurance for members of select professional and alumni associations, including yours!

We wish you a memorable ceremony.

1 866 352 6187
MelocheMonnex.com/ubishops